Since 1935, Allway Tools, Inc. has been, and continues to be, a leader in the hand tools industry. Allway takes pride in its innovative and function-focused product offering, and is confident that these tools will enable you to work like a pro. Allway products are available through all major paint and hardware wholesalers.

**Where to Buy**
For more information on Allway Tools, call 800-422-5592 or visit www.allwaytools.com.

---

**Allway Tools**

---

**SD41 4-IN-1 COMPOSITE, SHOCKPROOF SCREWDRIVER**

is made of fiberglass reinforced nylon, and is electrically safe up to 2,000 volts. A rare earth magnet retains bits and screws during use. This screwdriver includes two Phillips and two slotted standard power bits, which are retained in the handle for easy access.

---

**UPS POLE SANDER**

will allow users to keep both feet securely on the ground as they sand ceilings and walls. Allway’s newly updated pole sander features an Acme thread to accept an extension pole, and the universal joint enables sanding at all angles. The UPS Pole Sander is also designed with new, exclusive Celcon bearings that will prevent dust from entering, and eroding the universal joints. The hand sander (UHS) features soft, ergo-grip. Both UPS and UHS feature patented, new, integrally molded, ribbed rubber pads.

---

**PHS PALM SANDER**

is the solution needed to kiss painful blisters goodbye. Allway’s new, soft-grip palm sander features a comfortable, rubber grip designed to cradle your palm. The patented, ribbed rubber pad and stainless clips make changing sandpaper a snap. The PHS Palm Sander will help you sand like a pro, and make even the toughest sanding projects go in a breeze.

---

**CS6 CONTOUR SCRAPER SET**

brings the versatility needed for all scraping projects, including crown moldings, chair rails, and spindles. The soft and comfortable handle prevents slipping and palm blisters during scraping projects. The Contour Scraper set includes six stainless steel blades that provide 12 different contours. A file retained in the handle keeps blades at peak sharpness.

---

**SGS SOFT GRIP SAFETY GLASS SCRAPER**

is equipped with Allway’s patented, intermediate safety blade position, meaning the blade cannot slide out while in use. The Soft Grip Safety Glass Scraper is also designed with a patented, soft Santoprene grip. This virtually eliminates blisters, and red, rough hands.

---

**UPS POLE SANDER**

will allow users to keep both feet securely on the ground as they sand ceilings and walls. Allway’s newly updated pole sander features an Acme thread to accept an extension pole, and the universal joint enables sanding at all angles. The UPS Pole Sander is also designed with new, exclusive Celcon bearings that will prevent dust from entering, and eroding the universal joints. The hand sander (UHS) features soft, ergo-grip. Both UPS and UHS feature patented, new, integrally molded, ribbed rubber pads.
SSB Swivel Scrub Brush features a universal joint, so you can reach all angles from a standing position. It is threaded to accept a mop stick, or extension pole. The working end features rugged, crimped polypropylene bristles. It helps you scrub with ease!

SBR4 Soft Grip Long Handle Scrub Brush is equipped with a soft grip to avoid sore, red hands. Its Acme thread accepts a mop stick, or extension pole, and the working end features rugged, crimped polypropylene bristles.

GrS Euro-Style Glass & Tile Scraper is equipped with a sliding, retractable blade guard. The 4-inch blade is fixed in place. Use with a natural feeling, side-to-side motion to scrape quickly and effectively. Scraper opens easily at the push of a button for blade changes. Soft grip corners provide enhanced comfort.

RTC Retractable Tray Cutter is equipped with left and right folding thumb guides to easily remove the tops of boxes. Dual thumb guides enable both left- and right-handed use. The RTC also functions as a standard utility knife when the thumb guides are folded back, and the blade has two possible lengths of extension.

RSK Retractable Utility Knife opens at the touch of a button, for blade change. It features a comfortable, soft grip and rigid, aluminum construction. Heavy duty but light in weight, it also features exclusive, interior rubber blade-retaining fingers, which prevent blade rattle. This helps prevent dulling of the stored blades. The knife includes three blades inside.

Gus Heavy Duty Utility Scraper paired with Allway’s new Butterfly blade handles all your scraping needs. The unique Butterfly blade has a sharp edge for scraping glass, tile, and marble, and a blunt edge for scraping metal. Reversing or changing the blade is easy with Allway’s patented push button system. No extra tools required. The scraper also has soft grip edges for added comfort.

CT31 3-in-1 Caulk Tool helps remove and re-apply caulk quickly and neatly. The stainless steel caulk remover pulls out the old caulk bead with either a push or pull motion. The triangular rubber blade is adjustable, providing three different profiles for smoothing the freshly applied caulk bead. The scraper end helps keep surfaces clean, while the soft grip handle enhances comfort during use.